Dear Parents,

In an effort to maintain and improve the quality of our preschool and kindergarten, we would appreciate your comments and suggestions. This survey can remain anonymous and will be used only as a guide in planning future programs and policies. Please take a few minutes to fill out this form, and return it to the office or on your child’s schoolbag by Thursday, May 22.

Many thanks for your cooperation and input into our program.

Sincerely,

Director

On a scale of one to five, with one being poor and five being excellent, how would you rate...

The overall quality of child care your child has received. 1 2 3 4 5
The overall quality of the curriculum offered your child. 1 2 3 4 5
The effectiveness of communication between you and your child's teacher. 1 2 3 4 5
The effectiveness of communication between you and the director. 1 2 3 4 5
The physical appearance of your child's classroom. 1 2 3 4 5
The overall cleanliness and appearance of the kindergarten facility. 1 2 3 4 5

Overall, has your child enjoyed preschool or kindergarten this year? ________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

Do you feel comfortable and welcome when you come to visit? ____________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

Did you find your child's progress reports helpful (3 yrs.- kdg.)? _________________________

Would you recommend our program to a friend? ________________________________

(Over)
Comments/Suggestions:

Curriculum/Units of Study

Music

Creative Movement

Chapel

Field Trips

Spring Program

Moments with Mom/Dad with Dad

Seasonal Activities (Fall Festival, Thanksgiving Feasts, etc.)

Please feel free to share any other ideas or suggestions: